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Abstract—Most of the prefetch techniques used in the current
cache management schemes do not consider power constraints of
the mobile clients and other factors such as the size of the data
items, the data access rate, and the data update rate. In this paper,
we address these issues by proposing a power-aware prefetch
scheme, called adaptive value-based prefetch (AVP) scheme. The
AVP scheme defines a value function which can optimize the
prefetch cost to achieve better performance. Also, AVP dynamically adjusts the number of prefetches to get better tradeoff
between performance and power. As stretch is widely adopted as
a performance metric for variable-size data requests, we show
by analysis that the proposed approach can indeed achieve the
optimal performance in terms of stretch when power consumption
is considered. Simulation results demonstrate that our algorithm
significantly outperforms existing prefetching algorithms under
various scenarios.
Index Terms—Cache management, invalidation report, power
conservation, prefetch, stretch.

I. INTRODUCTION

B

ROADCASTING has been shown to be an effective data
dissemination technique in wireless networks by many
studies [2], [3], [13], [14]. With this technique, clients access
data by simply monitoring the broadcast channel until the
requested data appear in the channel. The broadcasting model
exploits the asymmetric nature of the wireless channel, where
more bandwidth is available for the downlink (server-to-client),
but less bandwidth for the uplink (client-to-server). Further,
the model is scalable since the bandwidth consumption is
independent of the number of clients in the system.
Although data broadcasting has many advantages, it also introduces some problems. For example, waiting for the data to
appear in the broadcast channel may increase the query latency.
One way to alleviate this problem is to cache frequently accessed data on the client side [3], [7], [19], [20]. In this way,
the client can serve many requests from the local cache without
sending uplink requests. This not only reduces the average data
access delay but also reduces the uplink and downlink bandwidth consumption.
To further reduce the access latency and improve the cache
hit ratio, prefetching techniques can be used. Prefetching has
many advantages in mobile environments since wireless networks such as wireless local area networks (LANs) or cellular
networks support broadcasting. When the server broadcasts
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data on the broadcast channel, clients can prefetch interested
data without increasing the bandwidth consumption. Note that
if the requested data item is not prefetched earlier, the client
has to send an uplink request when receiving the query. This
not only increases the query delay but also increases the uplink
bandwidth requirement. Since the uplink bandwidth is very
expensive in wireless networks, prefetching should be used
frequently. However, prefetching consumes a large amount
of system resources such as battery power on the client side.
Although prefetching can make use of the broadcast channel,
clients still need to consume power to receive and process
the data. Further, they cannot power off the wireless network
interface, which consumes a large amount of power even
when it is in the idle mode [18]. Since most mobile clients are
powered by battery, it is important to prefetch the right data
when designing prefetching schemes. Unfortunately, most of
the prefetch techniques used in the current cache management
schemes [7], [12] do not consider power constraints of the
mobile clients and other factors such as the data size, the data
access rate, and the data update rate. To address these issues, we
first propose a value-based (VP) scheme, which makes prefetch
decisions based on the value of each data item considering
various factors such as access rate, update rate, and data size.
As stretch [1], [19] is widely adopted as a performance metric
for variable-size data requests, we show by analysis that the
VP scheme can indeed achieve the optimal performance in
terms of stretch. Then, we extend the VP scheme and present
two adaptive value-based prefetch (AVP) schemes, which can
achieve a balance between performance and power based on
different user requirements. Extensive simulations are provided
and used to justify the analysis. Compared to previous schemes,
the proposed schemes can reduce the energy consumption and
improve the system performance in terms of stretch under
various scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model and the performance metrics. In
Section III, we present the VP and AVP schemes. Section IV
evaluates the performance of the VP and AVP schemes. Related
work is provided in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. System Model
We use a pull-based broadcasting model, which consists of a
single server and a number of clients. At the server side, there
. The server is reis a database of data items:
sponsible for maintaining the database and serving the requests
of the mobile clients. At the client side, caches are used to save
frequently accessed data. When a client needs to access a data
item that cannot be found locally, it sends out a query to the
server through the uplink channel. On receiving the request, the
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server sends the reply through the common broadcast channel.
Similar to previous work [5], [7], [19], [20], data can only be
updated by the server.
B. Cache Invalidation Model
Cached data may become invalid due to server update. To
ensure cache consistency, the server broadcasts invalidation reports (IRs) every seconds. The IR consists of the current timesuch that
,
stamp and a list of tuples
where
is the data item id, is the most recent update timestamp of , and is the invalidation broadcast window size. In
other words, IR contains the update history of the past broadcast intervals. However, any client who has been disconnected
longer than IR intervals cannot use the report, and it has to
discard the cached items. Every client, if active, listens to the
IRs and invalidates its cache accordingly. To answer a query,
the client listens to the next IR and uses it to decide whether its
cache is valid or not. Since the client has to wait for the next IR
before answering a query, the average query delay is the sum of
the actual query processing time and half of the IR interval. If
the IR interval is long, the delay may not be able to satisfy the
requirements of many clients.
In order to reduce the query latency, Cao [7] proposed to replicate the IRs times within an IR interval. As a result, a client
th of the IR interval before
only needs to wait at most
answering a query. Hence, latency can be reduced to
th
of the latency in the previous schemes. Since the IR contains a
large amount of update history information, to save the broadupdated invalidation recast bandwidth, after one IR,
ports (UIRs) are inserted within an IR interval. Each UIR only
contains the data items that have been updated after the last IR
was broadcasted. In this way, the size of the UIR becomes much
smaller compared to that of the IR. Although this approach can
reduce the query latency when there is a cache hit, clients still
need to wait for the data to be delivered if there is a cache miss.
To improve the cache hit ratio, the UIR approach also actively
prefetch data that are available in the broadcast channel. All the
cached data are marked as prefetchable and, whenever a data
item is broadcasted, it will be prefetched if the cached copy
has expired. In this paper, the UIR approach is used for cache
management.
C. Performance Metrics
One widely used performance metric is the response time,
i.e., the time between sending a request and receiving the reply.
It is a suitable metric for homogeneous settings where different
data requests have the same “size.” However, the data requirements of users and applications are inherently diverse, and then
to encapsulate all responses into a single-size broadcast would
be unreasonably wasteful. Therefore, unlike some previous
work [6], [12], we do not assume that the data items have the
same size. When data requests are heterogeneous, response
time alone is not a fair measure given that the individual
requests significantly differ from one another in their service
time, which is defined as the time to complete the request if
it was the only job in the system. In this paper, we adopt an
alternate performance measure, namely the stretch [1] of a
request, defined to be the ratio of the response time of a request
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to its service time1. The rationale behind this choice is based on
our intuition; i.e., clients with larger jobs should be expected
to be in the system longer than those with smaller requests.
The drawback of minimizing response time for heterogeneous
workloads is that it tends to improve the system performance
of large jobs (since they contribute the most to the response
time). Minimizing stretch, on the other hand, is more fair to all
job sizes.
III. AVP SCHEME
The proposed AVP scheme consists of two parts. The first
part is the VP scheme, which identifies valuable data items for
prefetching. The second part is the AVP scheme, which determines how many data items should be prefetched.
A. VP Scheme
In this subsection, we present a value-based function which
allows us to gauge the worth of a data item when making
a prefetch decision. The following notations are used in the
presentation:
number of data items in the database;
mean update arrival rate for data item ;
mean access arrival rate for data item ;
ratio of update rate to access rate for data item , i.e.,
;
access probability of data item ,
;
probability of invalidating cached data item before
next access;
access latency for data item ;
delay of retrieving data item from the server;
size of data item ;
cache validation delay;
set of all the data items in the database;
set of cached data items after the th access;
set of data items updated between the th and the
th access;
set of data items prefetched after the th access.
The value function is used to identify the data to be
prefetched. Intuitively, the ideal data item for prefetching
should have a high access probability, a low update rate, a small
data size, and a high retrieval delay. Equation (1) incorporates
these factors to calculate the value of a data item .
(1)
This value function can be further explained by the data access cost model, shown in Fig. 1. If item is not in the cache,
to fetch item into
in terms of the stretch value, it takes
the cache. In other words, if is prefetched to the cache, the
. However, it also takes
access cost can be reduced by
to validate the cached item , and update it
if necessary. Thus, prefetching the data can reduce the cost by
for each access. Since the access prob, the value of prefetching item is
ability is
.
1Note that in broadcast systems, the service time for a request is the requested
data size divided by the bandwidth. For simplicity, in this paper, we remove the
constant bandwidth factor and use the data size to represent the service time.
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Equation (4) can be rewritten considering cache hits and
cache misses
(5)
In case of a cache hit, there are two cases: cache hit with an
up-to-date copy and cache hit with an obsolete copy. Thus, (5)
can be rewritten as

(6)
when there is a cache
The access latency is equal to
when the cache hit is
miss. When there is a cache hit,
when the cache hit is an
an up-to-date copy, and
obsolete copy. Combining (2) and (6), we get

Fig. 1. Data access cost model.

The VP scheme decides which data item should be prefetched
based on the value function. The VP scheme is defined as foldata items, the VP
lows. Suppose a client can prefetch
items which have the highest value
scheme prefetches the
based on the value function. Note that VP is not responsible for
should be prefetched.
is
determining how many items
determined by the adaptive scheme, which will be discussed in
Section III-D.
B. Analysis of the Value Function
In this subsection, we prove that the value-based prefetch
scheme can minimize the access cost given that the number of
prefetches is limited. We assume that the arrivals of data update
and data access follow Poisson distribution. Then, the interarof data access for item , and the interarrival time
rival time
of the update follow exponential distributions with means
for a data item during the
of and . The update event
period from the current time to the arrival time of the next query
can be probabilistically written as

(7)
Theorem 1: Prefetching items with high value can achieve
lower stretch than any other prefetch schemes given that the
number of prefetches is limited.
represent the data that have been modified
Proof: Let
represent the data that
since the last invalidation report and
are prefetched after the th access. Then,

(2)
(8)
Therefore, the value function can be rewritten as

(3)
We evaluate the access cost by calculating the stretch of the
th access, which can be defined as
(4)

In (8),
cannot be reduced because it is caused by the server update. Equation (8) implies that
the cost can be reduced by prefetching those items that can max. This is exactly what
imize
the proposed scheme tries to do: prefetching those items with
the maximum sum of value. For any other prefetch scheme that
prefetch the same number of data items, let the set of prefetched
and the cost of the
th access be
,
data items be
according to the proposed scheme
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Thus

This proves that the proposed scheme can minimize the cost
among all prefetch schemes that prefetch the same number of
data items.
The proposed value-based function is calculated in terms of
stretch since the performance metric is stretch. Actually, this
value-based function can be easily extended for other performance metrics. For example, if the performance metric is query
delay, the value function will be changed to
. Similar techniques can be used to prove that this
value function can minimize the query delay.
C. Parameter Estimation
To implement the AVP scheme, we need to estimate parameters , , and since they are not constant. To estimate ,
we adopt the exponential aging method, which has been used
in TCP to estimate the round-trip delay. It combines both the
historical data and the currently measured data to estimate the
parameters. Whenever a data item is fetched from the server,
is recalculated as the following:

where
is the currently measured data retrieval delay and
on the right side of the formula is the calculated before the
last retrieval of item .
Although this formula can be used to estimate , it is not
and
since the access rate and the
suitable for estimating
update rate should be “aged” in the absence of data access. That
should be decreased even if there is no
is, the values of
data access (update) over some period of time. We apply techand .
niques, which have been used in [17], to estimate
This method uses most recent samples to estimate and
as follows:

where is the current time,
and
are the time
of the th most recent access and update. If there are less than
samples, all the available samples are used to estimate the
value. As shown in [17], the best performance can be achieved
(2 or 3). Thus, the spatial overhead to
with small value of
store these samples is very small. The estimation of should be
done at the client side since different clients may have different
access pattern. However, it is impossible for clients to estimate
since the data updates occur at the server side. Therefore, the
server estimates of each data item and piggybacks it to clients
when the data item is broadcast.
D. AVP Scheme
Due to limitations of battery technology, the energy available
for a wireless device is limited and must be used prudently. If
the prefetched data item is not accessed or is invalidated before
it is accessed, the energy spent on downloading this item will be
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wasted. To avoid wasting power, it is important that clients only
download the data with high value, but such a strict policy may
adversely affect the performance of the system and increase the
query delay.
Each client may have different available resources and performance requirements, and these resources such as power may
change over time. For example, suppose the battery of a laptop
lasts for three hours. If the user is able to recharge the battery
within three hours, power consumption may not be an issue, and
the user may be more concerned about the performance aspects
such as the query latency. However, if the user cannot recharge
the battery within 3 h and wants to use it a little bit longer, power
controls the
consumption becomes a serious concern. Since
number of data to be prefetched and then affects the tradeoff between performance and power, we propose adaptive schemes to
to satisfy different client requirements.
adjust
: When
reduces to 0, there will be no
1) Value of
increases, the number of prefetches increases
prefetch. As
and the power consumption also increases. Since the maximum
number of data items to be prefetched is limited by the cache
is also limited by this number. Intuitively, the query
size,
delay decreases as the number of prefetches increases. However, this is not always true considering the overhead to maintain cache consistency. In our cache invalidation model, a client
needs to wait for the next IR to verify the cache consistency. This
waiting time may increase the query delay compared to the approaches without prefetch. The cost has been quantified in (1),
where is the cache invalidation delay. Due to the cost of ,
is negathe value of a data item may be negative. If
tive, prefetching item not only wastes power but also increases
should be bounded by
,
the average stretch. Therefore,
which is limited by the client cache size and the data value; i.e.,
a client will not prefetch items with negative values.
The tradeoff between performance and power can be achieved
by adjusting . In Sections III-D2 and 3, we present two adaptive schemes: the AVP_T (T for time) scheme which dynamto reach a target battery life time, and the
ically adjusts
AVP_P (P for power) scheme which dynamically adjusts
based on the remaining power level.
2) AVP_T: Adapting
to Reach a Target Battery Life: A
commuter normally knows the amount of battery energy and
the length of the trip between home and office. With these
resource limitations, the commuter wants to achieve the lowest
query delay. This is equivalent to the problem of adapting
to reach a target battery life and minimize the average
seconds when
stretch. Suppose a battery with joule lasts
, and
seconds when
. It is possible to
adjust
to reach a target battery life time
. In
AVP_T, the client monitors the power consumed in the past.
If it consumes too much power in the past and cannot last
seconds,
is reduced. On the other hand, it increases
when it found that it has too much power left. Certainly,
is bounded by
. Fig. 2 shows the details of the AVP_T
scheme.
Based on the Power Level: When
3) AVP_P: Adapting
the energy level is high, power consumption is not a major concern and then trading off energy for performance may be a good
option if the user can recharge the battery soon. On the other
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

A. Simulation Model and Parameters
Fig. 2.

AVP_T scheme.

hand, when the energy level is low, the system should be poweraware to prolong the system running time to reach the next battery recharge time. Based on this intuition, the AVP_P scheme
based on the power level. Let
be
dynamically changes
drops to a
the percentage of energy left in the client. When
threshold, the number of prefetches should be reduced to some
, of the original value. Some simple dispercentage, say
crete function can be as follows:

(9)
.
At regular interval, the client re-evaluates the energy level
. If
drops to a threshold value,
. The
items in the cache, which have
client only marks the first
the maximum value, as prefetchable. In this way, the number of
prefetches can be reduced to prolong the system running time.
does not need to be freSince this is a discrete function,
quently updated and the computation overhead is low.
Note that a simple policy which is neither too aggressive nor
conservative might result in similar average stretch and lifetime
as the VAP_P scheme if the battery runs out before recharge.
However, if the user recharges the battery frequently, this simple
policy may not be a good option since it saves power at the
cost of delay, but power consumption is not a concern at this
time. In contrast, our adaptive scheme tries to tradeoff power for
performance at the beginning, and become power-aware when
the client cannot recharge in time.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed methodology,
we developed a simulation model similar to that employed in
[7], [19]. We compare the VP approach and the AVP approaches
with the prefetch scheme used in UIR [7] under various workload and system settings.

1) Client Model: Each client generates a single stream of
read-only queries. The mean query generate time for each client
. The access pattern follows a Zipf-like distribution [4]
is
which has been frequently used to model nonuniform distribution. In the Zipf-like distribution, the access probability of the
th
data item is represented as follows.

where
. When
, it is the strict Zipf distribution.
When
, it becomes the uniform distribution.
2) Server Model: The server broadcasts IRs and UIRs periodically to the clients. The IR/UIR broadcast messages are
assigned the highest priority whereas the rest of the messages
are of equal priority. This ensures that IRs and UIRs can be
broadcast regularly over the wireless channels with the broadcast interval specified by . The IR interval is set at 20 s and
the UIR is replicated four times within each interval. The other
messages are served on a first-come-first-serve basis. Should the
server be in the middle of a transmission when an IR or UIR has
to be sent, the IR/UIR broadcast is deferred till the end of the
current packet transmission. There are data items at the server
side. The size
of item grows linearly from
to
as increases. As a result of joint distribution of access pattern
and data size, the item with smaller size will be accessed more
frequently than bigger ones. This has been commonly observed
in traces [4], [11].
The server generates a single stream of updates separated by
an exponentially distributed update interval time. The whole
database is divided into two subsets: the frequently-updated
subset which contains the first 20% of the data items (id from
) in the database, and the rarely-updated
0 to
subset which contains the rest of the data. Eighty percent of the
updates are randomly distributed inside the frequently-updated
subset. The rest of the updates are randomly distributed in
the rarely-updated subset. It is assumed that the bandwidth
is fully utilized for broadcasting IRs and UIRs and serving
client requests. The server processing time is considered to be
negligible. Most of the system parameters and their default
values are listed in Table I.
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Fig. 3. Performance under varying update arrival time. (a) Energy consumption. (b) Average stretch. (c) Energy-stretch.

The energy consumption model adopted in this paper is similar to the model used in [6], where the transmission power dissipation is 0.5 W and the receiving power dissipation is 0.2 W
for the wireless network interface. In order to focus on the energy consumption of data transmission and receiving, we do not
consider the energy consumed by other components. In order to
better understand the overall performance of the system, we introduce a new metric called energy-stretch, which is defined as
energy-stretch

stretch energy-consumed

The energy-stretch value gives a better indication of the system
performance because it considers two important parameters: energy consumption and stretch. The simulation results consist of
two parts: one to evaluate the performance of the VP scheme
and the other to evaluate the performance of the AVP schemes.
B. Simulation Results: VP
1) Effects of the Mean Update Arrival Time: Fig. 3 shows
the effects of the mean update arrival time on the energy
consumption, the average stretch, and the energy-stretch. The
value. As
figure shows various VP approaches with different
increases.
we know, the number of prefetches increases as
As a result, the energy consumption increases and the average
stretch drops. This has been verified by the simulation results
approach has the lowest
in Fig. 3(a) and (b). The
power consumption, but it has the highest stretch. Fig. 3(c)
has
shows their energy-stretch value. Although
the lowest energy-stretch when
, it has higher
when
s,
energy-stretch than
and it has a very high average stretch. Generally speaking,
has low stretch while consuming similar power
as
when
s. We use
in the following experiments when VP scheme is used unless
specified otherwise.
Compared to the UIR approach, the VP approach saves a
large amount of power since the UIR approach aggressively
prefetches data to fill up the client cache. From Fig. 3(a), we can
also see that four approaches have similar power consumption
s, because only limited number of data
when
items in the cache are invalidated when
is very large
and, hence, the clients only need to prefetch a few data items.
As the mean update arrival time drops, many data items are updated, and the number of prefetches increases. As a result, the

power consumption increases. However, the increasing trend is
different. The UIR approach has the largest power consumption
has the lowest. This is due to
increase whereas
the fact that
limits the number of prefetches to
10.
From Fig. 3(b), we can see that the UIR approach does
not follow the same trend as other VP approaches. When the
mean update arrival time is low, UIR has lower stretch than
and
since UIR allows aggressive
items with high
prefetching, while VP only prefetches
access rate and low update rate (based on the value function).
When the update arrival time is low, data items are frequently
invalidated. Due to aggressive prefetch, UIR achieves better
performance at the cost of high energy consumption as shown
in Fig. 3(a). As the mean update time increases, various VP
approaches outperform UIR, since VP only prefetches the data
with UIR, we
with high value. Comparing
only
can see the advantage of VP. Although
prefetch 200 data items, which is much less that of the UIR
approach, it still outperforms UIR in terms of energy, stretch,
and energy-stretch.
2) Comparisons With Simple Prefetch Schemes: A prefetch
scheme may utilize the fact that the Zipf-like distribution favors
items with small id. One simple and reasonable prefetch scheme
is to prefetch those hottest (frequently accessed) data items.
In this subsection, we evaluate this simple prefetch scheme with
VP. In Fig. 4, SIMP-k represents the prefetch scheme which
prefetches hottest data items. As expected, smaller results in
lower energy consumption and higher average stretch. Overall,
the VP scheme has the best performance considering both
energy consumption and average stretch. Although the simple
prefetch scheme considers the access frequency factor, it does
not consider other factors such as data size, cache invalidation
cost. Thus, it underperforms the VP scheme.
From Fig. 4, we can also see that the energy consumption
of the UIR approach and the VP approach both increase
with the mean query generate time. This can be explained as
follows. When the mean query generate time increases, if other
parameters do not change, the update rate within the time of two
query interval increases. In other words, increasing the mean
query generate time without changing the update arrival time
should have the same effect of reducing the update arrival time
without changing the mean query generate time. As explained
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Fig. 4. Comparisons with simple prefetch schemes. (a) Energy consumption. (b) Average stretch. (c) Energy-stretch.

Fig. 5. Performance as a function of the cache size. (a) Energy consumption. (b) Average stretch. (c) Energy-stretch.

in Section IV-B1, the energy consumption increases if the
update arrival time drops, and then the energy consumption
increases as the mean query generate time increases.
3) Effects of the Cache Size: Fig. 5 shows the effects of the
cache size on the average stretch and the energy consumption
of the UIR approach and the VP scheme. As can be seen, UIR
and VP have similar energy consumption when the cache size
is small since the number of items to be prefetched is limited by
the cache size in the UIR approach. As the cache size increases,
the number of prefetches in the UIR approach increases and
its energy consumption also increases. This is different from
is fixed, the data to be prefetched is also fixed in
VP. Since
VP. Moreover, when the cache size increases, the cache hit ratio
increases, and then more queries can be served from the cache
without sending requests and receiving data. Thus, the amount
of energy consumed per query actually drops. This explains why
the energy consumption per query in VP drops as the cache size
increases. As shown in Fig. 5(b), due to aggressive prefetching,
the average stretch of the UIR approach drops below that of
the VP approach when the cache size increases to 25%. When
considering both power consumption and stretch, VP always
outperforms UIR as shown in Fig. 5(c).
4) Effects of the Zipf Parameter : The Zipf parameter determines the “skewness” of the access distribution. Fig. 6 shows
the effects of the access pattern on the system performance.

, the access pattern follows uniform distribution.
When
That is, all the data items have the same access probability. At
this time, prefetch is less effective and the energy-stretch value
is high. As increases, more data accesses are focused on items
with small id and the energy-stretch drops. Fig. 6 demonstrates
that our approach always outperforms the UIR approach. Even
,
when the access pattern follows uniform distribution
our approach still performs better. It also shows that our approach works for a wide spectrum of access patterns.
5) Effects of the Access Pattern Variation: In practice, the
client access pattern may change. To model such environments,
we make the following modifications. The data access distribution is shifted one item every IR intervals. More specifically,
suppose item is the data to be accessed according to the Zipf
distribution. An offset is added to after each IR intervals
is the actual data item that will be accessed. is
so that
initialized to 0, and increased by one every IR intervals. The
smaller is, the faster the access pattern changes. To make it
reasonable, we also apply the same offset to the update so that
the items with high update rate still have high access rate.
Fig. 7 shows the results when the access pattern changes. If
the access pattern changes rapidly, the average energy consumption is very high because clients need to spend more energy to
prefetch and request data from the server. It can be seen that the
VP approach always outperforms the UIR approach.
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Fig. 6. Effects of the Zipf parameter  . (a) Energy consumption. (b) Average stretch. (c) Energy-stretch.

Fig. 7.

Effects of the access pattern variation. (a) Energy consumption. (b) Average stretch. (c) Energy-stretch.

C. Simulation Results: Adaptation
to Reach a Target Battery Life: Fig. 8 eval1) Adapting
uates the performance of the AVP_T scheme after the clients
are assigned 5000 J initially. By simulation, we found that the
battery life is 190 ks when
is used. Although the
cache size is 20% of the database size, considering the data distribution pattern and the data size difference, the client cache
can hold as many as 840 data items. We set
to be 840, but
we should know that clients will not prefetch data items with
negative value. Based on simulation results, the battery life is
is used. To evaluate the perfor110 ks when
mance of the AVP_T scheme, we consider the following target
battery life
.
ks. In this case, denoted as AVP_T(100, 0), a
•
very short battery life time is expected, and
has an
initial value of 0.
•
ks. In this case, denoted as AVP_T(200, 840),
the battery life is too long to be reachable, and
has an
initial value of
.
•
ks. There are two cases:
has an initial value
of 0, denoted as AVP_T(140, 0);
has an initial value of
of
, denoted as AVP_T(140, 840).
As shown in the Fig. 8(a), the adaptive schemes can quickly
to reach the target battery life if it is possible. For
adjust
and
, because the target battery life is not reachable, these two schemes can only adjust
to reach the target as close as possible. The small differand
ence of the battery life time between
is caused by the aggressive initial prefetch of the

scheme. For the two adaptive schemes with
moderate target life,
and
,
both reaches the target battery life time. The difference between
the actual battery life and the target battery life is less than
3%. Fig. 8(c) shows the cumulative average stretch from the
time to collect results. Fig. 8(d) shows the average stretch of
every 2000 s, which is the time for
to be re-evaluated. As
can be seen from Fig. 8(c), the difference between the final
and
is
average stretch of
less than 4% Fig. 8(d) also shows that
and
have similar stretch after the first 60 ks.
Based on the Power Level: In AVP_P,
2) Adaptation of
when the energy level becomes less than a threshold, the
prefetch rate is reduced. When the energy level becomes critically low, the prefetch rate is further reduced. By reducing
the prefetch rate, energy can be saved and the system can
last longer. Fig. 9 compares the energy level and the system
performance of three schemes: UIR,
, and
AVP_P. In AVP_P, the initial value of
is also 400. As can be
seen, the UIR approach has higher prefetch rate and consumes
more energy, whereas our approaches have lower energy consumption. Due to energy saving, our adaptive approach can last
more than 20% longer than the UIR approach.
and AVP_P have the same amount of
energy consumption when there are abundant energy. As the
energy level falls below 50%, AVP_P reduces the prefetch rate
to save energy. Fig. 9(a) shows that AVP_P uses less energy
because of the reduction of
. As shown in the figure, without
adaptation, VP continues to use more energy and eventually
runs out of power sooner than AVP_P. On the other hand,
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AVP_T: adapting

N

to reach a target battery life. (a) Adaptation of

N

the power saving of AVP_P is at the cost of increasing the
average stretch, although the increase is not that significant.
As shown in Fig. 9(b), the average stretch of AVP_P is only
slightly higher than that of VP. Fig. 9(c) shows that AVP_P
manages to achieve low energy-stretch while increasing the
battery life.
V. RELATED WORK
Prefetching has been widely used to reduce the response
time in the Web environment [8], [9], [15], [16]. Most of these
techniques concentrate on estimating the probability of each
file being accessed in the near future. Since these techniques are
designed for the point-to-point communication environment,
they are not suitable for the broadcasting environment in mobile
computing systems. Recently, prefetching has been used in
many cache management schemes for mobile environments
[6], [10], [12] to reduce the query latency and the bandwidth
consumption. In Grassi’s scheme [12], a push-based model
is used. The system performance is optimized using indexing
techniques to periodically rebroadcast the hot data. In their
prefetch scheme, each data item is assigned a calculated value
, which is a function of the access rate of item . Based

. (b) Energy level. (c) Cumulative average stretch. (d) Average stretch.

on this value, the client decides whether to prefetch the item or
not when it appears in the broadcast channel. If there exists an
, item is
item in the client’s cache such that
removed from the cache and replaced by item . This prefetch
scheme fails to address a number of issues such as data size,
data update rate, and power consumption.
In [6], Cao proposed an adaptive prefetch scheme. In this
scheme, clients record the number of times a cached item being
accessed and prefetched, respectively. The client calculates the
prefetch access ratio (PAR), which is the number of prefetches
divided by the number of accesses, for each item. If PAR is
less than one, prefetching the data is useful since the prefetched
data may be accessed multiple times. When power consumption becomes an issue, the client marks those cache items with
as nonprefetch, where
is a system tuning
factor, and should be dynamically changed based on the energy consumption. However, no clear methodology as to how
and when should be changed. This scheme, like the previous
one [12], does not consider varying data size and the data update
rate.
Gitzenis and Bambos [10] proposed a prefetch scheme considering the quality of the wireless channel. Clients prefetch
aggressively when the channel quality is good but reduce the
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The energy level and system performance as a function of time. (a) The energy level. (b) Average stretch. (c) The energy-stretch.

prefetch rate when the channel quality becomes poor. Their
scheme assumes that the cost of accessing a data item is already
given. Our value-base prefetch scheme actually gives a function
to identify the value of each data item and prefetch those items
that can minimize the overall access cost. Thus, their work
complements our work.
VI. CONCLUSION
Prefetching is an effective technique to reduce the query
latency. However, prefetching consumes power. In wireless
networks where power is limited, it is essential to correctly
identify the data to be prefetched in order to provide better
performance and reduce the power consumption. In this paper,
a VP scheme was proposed. The proposed scheme evaluates
the cost of prefetching a data item by taking into account
various factors such as the data size, the access rate, the
update rate, and the cache validation delay. In addition to
making smarter prefetch decisions, the scheme is designed to
be adaptive, adjusting the prefetch rate based on the current
energy level. Simulation results verified that the proposed
schemes can reduce the energy consumption and improve the
system performance in terms of stretch compared to the UIR
approach under various system settings.
The major contribution of the paper is the VP function. Although we explored various adaptive approaches, many issues
still need further investigation. For example, the channel state
information [10] can be used when making prefetch decisions,
i.e.,
can be dynamically adjusted based on the channel state.
If the target battery life time is not known or only known with
some probability, AVP_T needs to be extended to factor into
these uncertainties. If the battery recharge cycle or the user profile is known or known with a high probability, how to enhance
AVP_T and AVP_P needs further investigation.
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